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Welcome back to another exciting edition of our school
newsletter! As we embark on a new academic term, it is with
great pleasure and enthusiasm that we extend warm greetings to
all students, parents, teachers, and staff members.
The pages of this newsletter serve as a window into the vibrant
happenings within our school community. From academic
achievements to extracurricular triumphs, we are dedicated to
capturing and celebrating the diverse talents, accomplishments,
and stories that make our school a dynamic and nurturing
learning environment.

NIMS held its annual Investiture Ceremony on May 23rd,
2023 to officially confer leadership responsibilities upon the
newly elected student council members and appoint
various leaders for the academic year 2023-24. The
ceremony, a symbol of leadership and responsibility, was a
grand affair, attended by students, teachers, and parents.

"Embracing Excellence: A Warm Welcome to
the NIMS Community!"

"Empowering Minds, Igniting Futures: A Chronicle of Academic Excellence at NIMS"

Navigating Success:Navigating Success:
  A Message from our CaptainA Message from our Captain

I am delighted to announce that
Campus Voice, our school's half-yearly
newsletter, is now in circulation for

February, 2024. I hope all parents
are informed about the accolades and

achievements our student community has
garnered during this academic term..

Regards,
Arif K A

HOUSE CAP
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23rd Plus two batch’s graduation
ceremony 

The debut CBSE batch is preparing to sitThe debut CBSE batch is preparing to sit
for their Grade 10 board exams infor their Grade 10 board exams in

February.February.

29th Kindergarten batch’s
convocation ceremony set to be

conducted soon.

 "Up-to-the-Minute Updates"



In the spirit of appreciation and gratitude, we celebrated our

incredible teachers this month. Happy Teachers’ Day to the

guiding stars who illuminate the path of knowledge and

inspire our students every day!

Our teachers are not just educators; they are mentors,

supporters, and the heartbeat of our school. Their dedication,

passion, and tireless efforts contribute immensely to the

growth and success of our students.

Let's take a moment to express our heartfelt thanks to all our

teachers for their unwavering commitment to shaping young

minds. Your influence goes far beyond the classroom,

leaving a lasting impact on the lives of those you teach.

"

www.nimsalain.com

"Victory in the Sands: AbuDhabi University FootballTournament Champions"

"Guiding lights, shaping futures. Happy Teachers’ Day

to the incredible educators who inspire, empower, and

make a lasting impact every day! 🍎📚✨ #TeachersDay

#Gratitude

5th Sept,2023

Abu Dhabi University recently played host to a series of

dynamic competitions that brought together students

from various schools, showcasing their athletic talents and

competitive spirit. This report aims to highlight the

remarkable achievements and participation of school

students in the diverse competitions organized by Abu

Dhabi University.

ADEK Sports Championship Winners of NIMS:

The ADEK Sports Championship, a prestigious event,

celebrated excellence in various athletic disciplines. The

winners of key events are as follows:

Salmanul Faris [1000 Meter]

Ann Maria[1000 meter]

Shotput:

1st Place:Amina

2nd Place: Sheed Kurunian

3rd Place: Naima Baiju

300 Meter Sprint:

1st Place: Kamran 

3rd Place: Ilan Sakariya 

Discuss Throw: 

1st Place: Naima Baiju

Javelin Throw:

2nd Place: Sharina Rahmat

80 Meter in Heats:

Mosammed Reshma

These athletes demonstrated not only physical prowess

but also dedication, discipline, and a competitive spirit

that contributed to the success of the ADEK Sports

Championship.

"Abu Dhabi University Triumph:

Unveiling the Champions of

Excellence Football Tournament"

We express our appreciation to all the
students, schools, and organizers who
contributed to the success of these events.
The commitment to fostering a culture of
sports excellence and healthy competition is
evident in the collective efforts of the
participants.

"Empowering Minds, Igniting Futures: A Chronicle of Academic Excellence at NIMS"



"Celebrating Heritage and Unity:

"Celebrating Heritage and Unity:

52nd National Day at New Indian

52nd National Day at New Indian

Model School"Model School"  

New Indian Model School (NIMS) commemorated the 52nd
National Day with great fervor and patriotism, creating a
memorable and impactful celebration that showcased the school
community's commitment to the values of unity, diversity, and
national pride.
The 52nd National Day celebration at NIMS was a resounding
success, embodying the spirit of unity and patriotism. The diverse
range of activities, from the solemn flag hoisting ceremony to the
vibrant cultural performances, contributed to a meaningful and
memorable observance of this significant national occasion. The
participation and enthusiasm of students, staff, and parents
showcased the school's commitment to nurturing responsible and
proud citizens.

"Empowering Minds, Igniting Futures: A Chronicle of Academic Excellence at NIMS"



The visit to Qatara Heritage Site proved to be an
invaluable educational experience for the students
of NIMS. It not only broadened their understanding
of the UAE’s rich cultural heritage but also ignited
a sense of pride and appreciation for the nation's

history. Such outings play a crucial role in
supplementing classroom learning and fostering a

deeper connection between students and their
cultural roots.

"Exploring UAE’'s Rich Heritage:
 Students' Visit to Qattara Heritage Site"

We extend our gratitude to the 
organizers and guides 

at Qatara Heritage Site for providing 
our students with a memorable and 

enlightening experience.

"Empowering Minds, Igniting Futures: A Chronicle of Academic Excellence at NIMS"



"Empowering Futures: Student Participation
in Career Guidance Counselling at Abu Dhabi

University"

Arabic Week at NIMS has proven to
be a resounding success, achieving

its objectives of promoting language
proficiency, cultural appreciation,
and community engagement. We

extend our gratitude to all
participants, organizers, and

contributors who made this week a
celebration of linguistic and cultural

diversity.

 "Celebrating Language and Culture: 
Recap of Arabic Week Observance"

 
Antibullying Week at NIMS has been a
resounding success, reinforcing our
commitment to creating a safe and

respectful learning environment. The
initiatives undertaken during this week

have not only raised awareness but also
inspired positive actions, laying the
foundation for an ongoing culture of

kindness and empathy within our
community.

We extend our gratitude to all students,
faculty, parents, and staff who actively

participated in making Antibullying Week a
meaningful and impactful event.

Make A Noise About Bullying

The Career Guidance Counselling session at Abu
Dhabi University has proven to be a valuable and
transformative experience for our students. We
extend our gratitude to Abu Dhabi University for

their commitment to empowering the next
generation of professionals. As we move forward,

we anticipate that the knowledge and insights
gained during this session will positively impact our

students' academic and career journeys.

We extend our heartfelt
congratulations to the

outstanding performers in
the IBT examination. Their
accomplishments not only
contribute to the academic
prestige of our institution

but also exemplify the
dedication and excellence

that we strive to instill in all
our students.

"Empowering Minds, Igniting Futures: A Chronicle of Academic Excellence at NIMS"



The day, 23rd November,2023 was a culmination of weeks of
preparation, dedication, and enthusiastic participation from
both students and staff, resulting in a memorable event that
showcased the spirit of sportsmanship, teamwork, and
healthy competition.

"Empowering Minds, Igniting Futures: A Chronicle of Academic Excellence at NIMS"



30th Annual Day   Celebra
tion

s

30th Annual Day Highlights30th Annual Day Highlights30th Annual Day Highlights
"Celebrating 30 years of excellence, creativity, and unity!
Dive into the highlights of our remarkable Annual Day – an
evening filled with talent, culture, and the vibrant spirit of

NIMS. 🌟 #SchoolMilestones #AnnualDayCelebration"

It is with great pleasure that we share the highlights of
our spectacular 30th Annual Day celebration! This
milestone event, held on 2nd February at School

Auditorium, was a testament to the talent, dedication,
and unity within our NIMS community.

"Empowering Minds, Igniting Futures: A Chronicle of Academic Excellence at NIMS"



 "Unleashing creativity, igniting curiosity, and

celebrating the spirit of innovation during our

spectacular Innovation Week! 🚀🔬 #InnovationWeek

#CreativityUnleashed"

The NIMS Science Innovation Week, held from   

February 5 , was an engaging and insightful event that

showcased the creativity, curiosity, and scientific

prowess of our students. Students from various grades

presented a diverse array of science projects and

experiments. The exhibition hall featured interactive

displays, posters, and hands-on demonstrations

The NIMS Science Innovation Week proved to be a

resounding success, fostering a passion for science,

collaboration, and innovation among our students. As

we celebrate their achievements, we look forward to

nurturing a continued enthusiasm for scientific

exploration throughout the academic year.

Thank you to all the students, teachers, and staff who

contributed to making this week a memorable and

enriching experience.
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